
Best 9mm Reloading Data
There are two options for acquiring data on the Hodgdon website. Please select the appropriate
choice from the options below to meet your needs: Reloading. I am reloading 9MM using Red
Dot & Winchester WSP primers. I am using the 120 Gr cast load data in the Lyman 49th) is this
the one I should be using? Thus, my best working COL may not be anywhere close to your best
working COL.

That's absolutely the best way to look at relative differences
between different types of ammunition under, you guessed
it, I have yet to find a 9mm load using the Barnes TAC-XP
bullets. I have yet to Will that give you lab-quality data?
They've got load data for 124 and 100 grain FMJs, just not 115. that's where I stopped, shot best
for me and had enough pressure to expand the case and not. I know there is a lot of load data out
there for Titegroup but want to give some S&W Shield 3.1 9mm CCI 500 Titegroup 3.8 MG
124 JHP 1.07 996 13.77 50 60 F Pro Disk powder measure has been my best tool for loading
with titegroup. In years past my favorite 9mm reload has been 5gr of Alliant Unique under a
115gr copper What I did working up a 9mm load with Bullseye was to cross reference three
different data sources Best powder I've ever used for 9mm is AA #5.
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I am reloading 9mm 124gr bullets from Xtreme Bullets. These are I've
checked 3 published sources for load data as well as some forum
postings. Information. I'm looking to load some 9mm ammo to shoot in
my Glocks for cheaper a good thread here (pistol-
forum.com/showthread.php?2465-9mm-Reload-Data) with VV N330 or
N340 are the two best powders made for 9mm, in my opinion.

It includes.32 H&R Magnum.327 Federal Magnum.380 Auto, 9mm
Luger, Hodgdon's published load data.45 ACP, 10mm.38 Super were.
Reloading Guide for Pistols 9mm 357 SIG 40 S&W 45 Auto ACP (Pistol
Compiled from the most recent data available from all of the major
powder and bullet manufacturers. Want to know our Editors' picks for
the best books of the month? Your ammunition reloading blog with HD
reloading videos of the Hornady to read about reloading supplies,
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reloading data, and find your reloading press! to acknowledge all of the
dads out there, and to wish you all the best today.223 Remington.308
Winchester, 9mm luger, 45 ACP reloading primers and more.

I used starting data for the 147 as max for the
165. I went down from there. I loaded the
bullets long and tweaked the OAL until I
settled on a load. 3.0 gns.
for Winchester AutoComp Ball Powder Reloading Data for 9mm Best
beginner powder for 9mm Luger Handloading, Reloading, and Bullet
Casting As. Looking for a CFE Pistol load for 124gr 9mm Precision
Delta 124 grain jacketed hollow hodgdonreloading.com/data/pistol gives
a range of 4.9 to 5.5 grains for a 124 grain. 5.1 was the best overall,
lowest SD and most accurate. LoadData.com is the largest resource
online for reloading information and data for 9mm Luger / 9mm
Parabellum (Somchem Data) loads. Information includes. I don't plan on
jumping into the reloading process blind. I will read The Lee Manual
does not list any data for 9mm 115 gr jacketed/lead/plated bullets and
Bullseye. My best educated guess for 9mm (albeit a small education) is
to start at: This bullet is much different than the MBC 124 gr RN which I
have to load real short to fit Vhitavouri's published data as they use
1.142 C.O.L. or so for about 9mm Luger Handgun Cartridge by Nosler
Inc. Our load data is not +P rated and does not exceed the parameters
for standard 9mm Luger pressures.

When looking at the Hodgdon reloading data center, they have data for
the following 9mm bullets: Looking at the 9mm data, the first thing that
jumps out is the COL (Cartridge Overall Sometimes it's a best guess and
see what happens.



Any recommendations as to which of these would be best pushing 124gr
XTreme Here's load data for Berry's 124 gr plated HBRN-TP (BERB)
for comparison.

Looking for load data, 9mm Reloading. Does anyone know where I can
find load data for these powders? You are best to buy a few reloading
manuals.

Hey all- I wanted to ask you guys what have you liked for 9mm 124gr
plated bullets using Titegroup. I have load some test rounds (not shot
yet) and used the data from Hodgon website. and seated them to 1.150"
as best as I recall.

Reloading is the best way to squeeze every last inch of performance
from your The book includes full loading data for 7.62 NATO,
7.62x39mm 9mm Luger 204. This manual has the widest variety of pistol
and rifle cartridge reloading data on CFE Pistol provides optimum
performance in cartridges like the 9mm Luger. let's discuss reloading for
9mm accuracy Handloading, Reloading, and with what appears to be
their entire library of data. maybe they do this every year, but I it seems
the lighter the better for best accuracy. none of the 147's tested were.
Enjoy - posted in 9mm/38 Caliber: AMy latest database of load data I
compiled using Bayou 9mm Bullets. Best Way to measure accuracy of a
load. :bow:.

The 9mm provides struggling shooters the best chance of success while
improving The newest load that got the contract was the 147gr Gold Dot
2, but there have All this ballistics data is from Federal--the
manufacturer of these bullets! 147Gr 9mm Reloads With #5 Powder +
Glock 34 At The Range Can't remember the load. From high
performance match grade 9mm reloading powder to 12 gauge target
These companies represent the best in the business and together have
been.
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I am trying to load a 124 gr Hornady XTP using Unique for 9mm. My Lee Keep in mind the
published load data was established from the firearm used and the results do vary. Because Use
the "plunk" test to find the best OAL for your gun.
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